
RECIPE:

PREP TIME:

DIFFICULTY:

INGREDIENTS:

METHOD:

Low

Whole Grain Fried Rice

20-25 Minutes

4 oz. Ground Turkey OR 1 bag of Pre-Cooked Ground Turkey (Refer
to TIPS link)
½ cup Brown Rice (Dried)

Tasty Tip: To hand-cook rice that turns out best each time, follow
a 1:2 ratio; 1 part rice to 2 parts water (½ cup rice to 1 cup water)

½ Large Carrot, chopped
½ Bell pepper, chopped

Tasty Tip: Check back later for a video on how to cut a bell
pepper and other knife safety tips!

2 TB Soy Sauce
1 TB Olive Oil

Materials needed: 1 large stove pot, 1 cover for stove pot, 1 skillet, 1 cutting board, 1 chef's knife (to chop
vegetables), cooking spoon, one large serving bowl, and 1 frying pan (if cooking ground turkey)
For the rice, poor in the 1/2 cup of brown rice into the large stove pot. Then, carefully measure out and poor
in 1 cup tap water.
Place rice pot on stove and set to HIGH- wait for the rice to boil. Cover the rice (for the rice to steam).
While waiting for rice to boil, finely dice (cut into small cubes) the bell pepper and the carrot. Set aside.  
Once the rice water begins to boil, immediately reduce heat to low (2 on a 10 scale). The rice should begin to
lightly simmer (softly form small bubbles).
While waiting for the rice to cook (12 minutes), now would be the best time to prepare the turkey. However,
keep an eye on the rice and occasionally stir.  
Skip to step 9 if using pre-cooked turkey: Set the skillet on the stove and turn the stove on to medium-high. Poor
a small amount of olive oil to thinly coat the bottom of the pot. Once the oil begins to separate, add all of the
ground turkey into the pot and discard the turkey packaging. Wash your hands and be careful with the raw meat.
As the meat begins to saute, add pepper to the turkey meat. Stir the meat.
If you have a thermometer, put the meat into a pile in the pot and temperature check the meat. Once the
thermometer reaches 165 degrees Fahrenheit, turn down the heat to medium low. If you do not have a
thermometer, stir until the pink from the raw meat disappears and lower the heat to medium. Once you are
confident there is no more pink or when the temperature reaches 165 degrees, take the pan off of the heat (safely)
and turn off the stove.
If using pre-cooked turkey, thaw under running cold water for 5 minutes if frozen.
In the same skillet (or new skillet if you had pre-cooked turkey), place the skillet onto the stove and set on
medium-high. Add enough olive oil to lightly coat the bottom of the pan and wait for oil to separate. Then,
poor in your chopped carrots and bell pepper and cook until softened. 
Turn off stove once the produce have cooked to one's content for fried rice. 
Check back with your rice and determine how cooked you like your rice. For optimal fried rice, the rice should
be firm and close to al-dente. Once you believe the rice is done, poor in the vegetables and the meat. 
With the cooking spoon, add 1 TB of olive oil to as well as 2 TB soy sauce to the rice pot. 
Enjoy! 
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Day 6 Dinner




